LTT Group Pty Ltd (LTT) is an award winning registered training organisation (RTO), providing vocational education and training (VET) to workplaces as well as individual students in our training centres throughout Australia. In conjunction with Labtech Training Victoria Pty Ltd (LTTV), we offer nationally recognised qualifications in laboratory operations and pathology collection.

**Trainer Assessor, Laboratory Operations**

*Do you have experience in a lab? We’d love to hear from you!*

We’re looking for a **Trainer Assessor, Laboratory Operations** to join our team across Australia (contract is flexible to suit the right candidate).

**A day in the life**

Leveraging your passion for teaching and industry experience, you’ll be responsible for equipping staff in the lab sector with hands-on, practical laboratory skills in planning and conducting tests, recording and analysing data, maintaining a laboratory and more!

Your enthusiastic and friendly approach will prepare students with the technical competencies they need to advance their careers. In addition to delivering on-site training to our workplace clients (with the possibility of travelling to interstate and regional areas from time to time), you may be involved in classroom work within our purpose-built South Brisbane training centre.

Reporting to the QLD Operations Manager, you’ll have the opportunity to work as a crucial part of a small, close-knit team, while enjoying the support of resource developers, quality, compliance, corporate and marketing staff in the Perth head office.

**Must-haves**

- A TAE40116 or TAE40110 - Certificate IV in Training and Assessment (please note: training pathways will be considered for the right applicant to complete this qualification should they not already hold the compulsory training credentials)
- A relevant laboratory qualification (e.g., MSL50116 Diploma of Laboratory Technology) OR sufficient industry experience
- Experience in a laboratory - construction materials testing (CMT) experience will be well regarded
- Valid driver’s licence and own car

**Bonus points**

- Excellent interpersonal, communication and organisational skills
- High level of computer literacy
- Accuracy and attention to detail
- Experience in the education sector
- Experience in additional laboratory settings

**Perks**

- A remuneration package above the industry standard
- Staff events
- Work with a friendly and progressive company as we expand operations throughout Australia
Get in touch

Applications and enquiries can be addressed apply@ltt.com.au

- Monica Anderson, Operations Manager - WA, NT & SA
- Karen Edden, Operations Manager - QLD & NSW, or
- Serena Schirmer, Operations Manager - VIC